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➢ Diseases spread across populations speaking different languages

➢ To track red flag medical symptoms in epidemics we need models that 

work across multiple languages

➢ It is difficult, time-consuming and expensive to construct training 

datasets in many languages

Motivation
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Data (MedWeb NTCIR-13 challenge [1])
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Experiment – Zero-shot language transfer
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Multilingual BERT (mBERT) [2]



Results – Zero-shot language transfer
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jBERT [3]



Analysis – Zero-shot language transfer
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Experiment – Machine translated data
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Results – Machine translated data 
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jBERT [3]



Experiment – Mixing translated data
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Results – Mixing translated data 
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“Cold” has 2 meanings: cold (temperature) and cold (illness). 

Both make sense in this context – but one does not match the label!

(Mis)translations



➢ Choice of source language impacts the performance, with Chinese-

Japanese being a better language pair than English-Japanese

➢ Training on machine translated data shows promise, especially when 

used with small amounts of target language data

Conclusions
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For over 100 years, the Canon Medical Systems `Made for Life’ philosophy prevails as our ongoing commitment 

to humanity - generations of inherited passion creates a legacy of medical innovation and service that 

continues to evolve as we do. By engaging the brilliant minds of many, we continue to set the benchmark, 

because we believe quality of life should be a given, not the exception.
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